Sound intensity processing by the goldfish.
Capacities of the goldfish for intensity discrimination were studied using classical respiratory conditioning and a staircase psychophysical procedure. Physiological studies on single saccular (auditory) nerve fibers under similar stimulus conditions helped characterize the dimensions of neural activity used in intensity discrimination. Incremental intensity difference limens (IDLs in dB) for 160-ms increments in continuous noise, 500-ms noise bursts, and 500-ms, 800-Hz tone bursts are 2 to 3 dB, are independent of overall level, and vary with signal duration according to a power function with a slope averaging - 0.33. Noise decrements are relatively poorly detected and the silent gap detection threshold is about 35 ms. The IDLs for increments and decrements in an 800-Hz continuous tone are about 0.13 dB, are independent of duration, and are level dependent. Unlike mammalian auditory nerve fibers, some goldfish saccular fibers show variation in recovery time to tonal increments and decrements, and adaptation to a zero rate. Unit responses to tone increments and decrements show rate effects generally in accord with previous observations on intracellular epsp's in goldfish saccular fibers. Neurophysiological correlates of psychophysical intensity discrimination data suggest the following: (1) noise gap detection may be based on spike rate increments which follow gap offset; (2) detection of increments and decrements in continuous tones may be determined by steep low-pass filtering in peripheral neural channels which enhance the effects of spectral "splatter" toward the lower frequencies; (3) IDLs for pulsed signals of different duration can be predicted from the slopes of rate-intensity functions and spike rate variability in individual auditory nerve fibers; and (4) at different sound pressure levels, different populations of peripheral fibers provide the information used in intensity discrimination.